
Solar Solution
All-in-one G98 compliant solar PV system

Fully-integrated 

www.instagroup.co.uk
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InstaGroup has an established reputation in renewable 
energy.

We’ve been trusted for quality for over 40 years, and we’re 
known as a leader in the UK solar market through our 
manufacture of InstaGen solar PV panels. 

Now we’ve built on our expertise in solar to develop 
InstaGen into a complete solar solution, with fully-
compatible panels, energy storage batteries and inverters.

InstaGen offers everything an installer needs to grow their 
solar business.

Your one-stop shop for solar

 Fully-integrated, all-in-one solar  
 PV system

 UK-based company, trusted  
 InstaGroup quality 

 Expert technical support

 Reliable experience in material supply

Powered by  
InstaGroup experience



For InstaGen material sales, supply and technical guidance 
 call 0118 973 9500 or email productsales@instagroup.co.uk
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Supported by 
product guarantees 
InstaGen is a British quality-controlled solar and 
energy storage brand you and your customers 
can trust.

InstaGen battery and inverters are covered by a 
10 year guarantee. Solar panels have a 25 year 
minimum performance guarantee.  

One Solar solution – one 
professional reassurance
InstaGen represents the latest in solar 
technology in one complete package, backed 
by the technical support and reassurance of the 
InstaGroup guarantee.

Find out how you can install the best solar PV 
panels, energy storage batteries and inverters 
for your customers. Contact us today to ask for 
more details on InstaGen.

Enhanced product 
guarantee on batteries 
and inverter

Linear power output 
warranty on panels
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For InstaGen material sales, supply and technical guidance 
call 0118 973 9500 or email productsales@instagroup.co.uk



InstaGen software makes  
it easy to see the savings 
With its simple interface and clear, visual data, InstaGen’s easy-to-use 
software is what every homeowner is looking for.

One tap on the mobile app or desktop browser is all it takes to see how 
the system is performing. Users can access as much (or as little) data as 
they want: track monthly energy production, see how much electricity has 
been generated since installation, and view the reduction of the home’s 
carbon emissions.

24/7 real-time monitoring helps households to manage and optimise their 
energy savings, while the pro-active software will alert in the unlikely event 
there is an issue with any component.



Solar installs made smarter
The latest in solar technology and energy management in one complete 
kit, backed by the technical support and trusted assurance of the 
InstaGroup guarantee.

410/435W Solar Panels 3.6kW Inverter
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InstaGen G98 compliant 
complete solar PV solution



Solar installs made simple
InstaGen’s fully-integrated solar package makes system design, installation 
and connectivity simpler and more straightforward.

5kWh Low Voltage  
Battery System

410/435W solar panels

 ✹ Straightforward connection
 ✹ Sleek design
 ✹ 25-year minimum performance  

3.6kW inverter

 ✹ Fully-integrates with system
 ✹ Hybrid inverters can be used without solar for  

 battery energy storage  

5kWh low voltage battery system

 ✹ BMS and storage connects wire-free for easy  
 installation or expansion

 ✹ Minimalist, compact design ideal for domestic  
 properties

 ✹ Connects to user-friendly app via    
 Wi-fi/Bluetooth for smart energy management

 ✹ Software flags up any issues on the system and  
 notifies the installer remotely

 ✹ Customer can easily track outputs and carbon  
 savings
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www.instagroup.co.uk

UK Head Office
Insta House, Ivanhoe Road
Hogwood Business Park
Finchampstead, Wokingham
BERKSHIRE  RG40 4PZ 
United Kingdom

 0118 973 9500

productsales@instagroup.co.uk
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